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Thank you, SUNY New Paltz Faculty! 

Thank you to all faculty that completed the Spring '23 Mid-Semester Progress Survey. The
student-feedback you provided via Starfish was extremely valuable and continues to help
inform the support we provide students. 

Your feedback via the survey makes a difference!
Students who received feedback via the Spring '23 Mid-Semester Progress Survey
were sent a satisfaction survey. The survey was completed by over 300 students.
Here are some highlights:

"I find it uplifting and motivational to see that my instructors are cheering me on
and congratulating me for the effort i’m putting in; it feels so nice to be seen by
them especially in larger classes where there aren’t as many opportunities to chat
one-on-one with the professor during class time."

"[Receiving feedback via Starfish] was helpful / informative because it helps me
to know where I'm at grade wise in the semester and helps me understand what I
need to do to meet my GPA goal for the semester."

"My advisor and I came up with a plan of action for when I received a flag ... It’s
sometimes hard to stay on track and maintain a positive outlook. The starfish
feedback keep[s] me on track."

-- Student quotes from the survey

91% of respondents connected with an instructor, advisor or support staff
(supplemental advisors, peer advisors, tutors) after receiving a flag via Starfish. 
84% of respondents indicated it would be helpful to receive feedback
(flags/kudos/both) via Starfish from ALL of their instructors. 
79% of respondents found the feedback the received via Starfish to be helpful and
informative. 

Find the full survey here. 

Next Semester
Thank you to advisors and faculty that provided feedback regarding the survey and
the process. The Mid-Semester Progress Survey working group will continue to
review these and implement improvements for the fall 2023 survey. 
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